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Changes are in store for next
year's freshman applicants
By Chris Perra
Students applying to
Bridgewater next year will
encounter a system very different
from the one present students
met.
Prospective students will
have to submit a writing sample
·in addition to their application.
This essay,on an as yet undecided
topic, will be reviewed by the
admissions office. The purpose
will be to get an idea as to why
the student applied and to show
the emphasis the College puts on
writing.
The College will also be
doing away with its procedure of
rolling admissions. It was felt to
be unacceptable if a student was
accepted, he or she could let the
College know if they were
attending at their own leisure.
Now, there will be a certain time

Old Glory flies high over Boyden Hall as Bridgewater
celebrates 200th anniversary of U.S. Constitution.
(Photo by Michael Abusheery)

in which a student can apply.
The College will inform students
of acceptance or rejection between
April 1 and April 15; the student,
in turn. must notify the College
as to his intention by May 1. In
order to give a student a chance to
express him or herself in works,
separate from their academic
credentials, the College will
institute
a system for
administering
voluntary
interviews with alumni, campus
faculty, or both.
Also, the students will be
getting some information and
help in their high schools. Two
new admissions counselors have
been hired to work with high
school students in order to recruit
and give advice.
Last year, approximately
1,200 fresh men entered the
College.
This
year
approximately 150 fewer were
admitted. For at least the next

two years, this cap on admissions
will be continued in an effort to
reduct the student to faculty ratio.
As it stands now, the ratio is
approximately 23: 1. The ideal
ratio that is being worked towards
is 17:1.
President Indelicato stated that
is was the administration's hope
that
the
. admissions
competitiveness level will be
upgraded from competitive to
very competitive next year. It is
his belief that it should be
upgraded because of the
competition faced by this year's
freshmen. Eight thousand people
applied for one thousand
positions.
The President said he thought
it only fair that tlle .qualily of the
students accepted should be
recognized and that everyone
should be aware of the
competitiveness of the students.

Convocation officially opens
new academic year
By Mona McNamara
The word convocation brings to
mind the official beginning of the
academic year. On Wednesday)
September 23, Bridgewater State
College held its annual
convocation ceremony in the
Rondileau Campus Center
Auditorium. This marks the
beginning of the end ·for the
senior class of 1988.
The processional began on the
quad in front of Boyden Hall.
Students walked down Spring
Street, turned right onto Park
Street, and entered the
auditorium.
The keynote speaker was Richard
Johnson, who is currently mayor
of Taunton, and a Bridgewater
Alumnus. He expressed his

thanks to the faculty for such a
superb education. Specifically, he
honored Dr. Jordan Fiore, from
the history department.
Johnson said that without
Fiore's understanding of how to
critically anaylize sources and
question motives he would not be
who he is today. Also this skill,
among others has helped him in
life. At the conclusion of the
speech Fiore was honored by
recieving the keys to the city of
Taunton.
President Indelicato set the tone
of the ceremony by expressing
his wish that Bridgewater State
College be the best State College
in the country. He feels that this
senior class will represent
Bridgewater well in the coming
years. Indelicato's message also

reminded everyone that without
the dedication to the school, like
that demonstrated by Fiore,
Bridgewater would not be what it
is today.
The students' view was presented
by Deborah Sammons, Student
Government President, and
Patricia Grieco, President of the
Cla:~s of 1988. Sammons felt
that, "Bridgewater builds a high
selfimage and pride in what one
does."
Grieco expressed the positive
experience on campus, which
began at the beginning, freshmen
orientation. Both speakers are
proud not only of their
accomplishments, but of the
school as well.
At the conclusion of the
ceremony, a reception was held
for the students and the faculty.

Health Services restructured

1Mayor Richard Johnson speaks at convocation
(Photo by Michael Abusheery}

By Bryon Hayes
The Bridgewater State campus
has seen many changes in. events
and policies with the opening of
the new school year. Among
these changes is the alteration in'
the hours of Health Services.
Located on the grpund floor of
Ti~linghast Hall, the once "open

24 hours-a-day operation" has had
its hours decreased. The new
hours are Monday through
Friday, 7 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Saturday, 7 a.m. to 7 p.m., and
Sunday 3:00 p.m. to 11 p.m.
This, decision is the result of a
task force formed·last year. The
task force consisted of
administration and faculty
1

,

members along with students..
Survey forms were randomly ·
distributed to 500 students, with
questfons involving students' use
of health services, its efficiency
and
effectiveness, . and
confidentiality of the health
services personnel.
"One disturbing fact from this·
survey is that too many people

did not know where Health
is locatedt" said Joesph
Chiccarelli, Vice President of
Administration and Finance,
"Students cannot be helped to
their fullest extent if they do not
know where to go when they
need help ...
The results of this survey were
then passed on to the Collegets

j Services

Board of Trustees. The system
the campus is now seeing is a
compilation of that information.
One change is· to open the
Health Services when the
majority of students· are on
campus, thus the new hours.
Another is to have a registered
nurse on call during the hours
cont. on p. 2
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SGA Noteb ook
By Ed Ward

cost." Her system would have
created a day care fund whereby
The first meeting of the BS C students could be
Student Government Association· reimbursed for a certain
Congress took pl?ce ... on ·percentage of their day care cost
September 15, .1987 in the· no matter what facility they
Campus
Center Council chose to use. The Congress did
Chambers. A second meeting was not accept her proposal but
s~heduled for September 22 but accepted a proposal from
not take place due to President Sammons instead.
msufficient attendance.
Sammons proposed that the SGA
The meeting of September divide the fall semester daycare
15 was called to order by allocation between ECLC and the
chairperson Marcia Medeiros at new Burnell day care facility. Her
6:26 pm. President Deborah proposal was accepted by a 9-0-1
Sammons began the meeting vote. In other motions later in
with h~r executive report by the meeting, Patrick Pearce was
welcommg the SGA Congress appointed Elections Director, th~
back from the summer and OASIS Club was re-recognized
introducing several long range and the Congress gave th~
~lans for rh.e semester. Her plans
Ensemble Theater permission to
mclude bi-monthly_ meetings allow an alumnus to participate
~tween ~GA and_ v~ous college in the production "Lock Up Your
vice presidents. S1m1lar meetings
Daughters."
with Student Trustee F. Scott
At the SGA Congress
(Photo by Michael Abusheery)
Longo are also planned.
meeting September 22 nine
The Con~ess moved on to motions appeared on the agenda.
new
busrness
after Among the motions were the
congressperson Elizabeth Hallal resignations of SGA Treasurer
was sworn in by Chief Justice John J. Beaton and Student Court
·
h
cont. from p. 3
Ch r~stop
er Clark. The first Chief Justice Christopher Clark.
motion to come before the a motion to allocate $ to pay which Health Services is not of another examination room to distributed in the next few weeks.
96
Congress, concerning the someone to sit at the elections open. According to David provide more confidentiality, the
The response to the "new"
recognition of Tau Alpha Kappa table, and a motion to form a Wilson, Director, Office of availability of a physician and system, in the first three weeks.
as a new fraternity on campus
committee to deal with Health Public Affairs, "The changes
soon an orthopedic physician.
has been positive. The changes
was passed by a 9-0- 1 vote. Service cutbacks.
have been made to provide better
"These alterations and additions will talce time to begin, but so
Motion number 9, introduced by
None of the motions were care and safety of our students. A are to provide students with the far everything is working out for
Wendy Kingman of the ECLC dealt with because the meeting registered nurse is on call at best possible health care on the best. The nurse on call
Board of Directors followed.
never· achieved quorum. Only nights when needed. She can visit campus," said Wilson. "We found program has worked successfully.
Kinvman informed the Congress eight congresspersons showed up the dormitories in an emergency out what students approved of,
'lif for some reason, a student
that the ECLC student day care
for the meeting, two shy of the and make professional decisions,
disapproved of, [and] wanted, and cannot reach the nurse, the
facility would be moving
minimum required to hold a instead of transporting sick and are making it better for them."
Campus Police have been and are
off-campus. She proposed a new
meeting. All of the busine1ss. of injured. students, which could
A brochure listing guidelines of being trained to handle some
day . care.· system. that ·wou,ld $eptemll:l~r:~·22;.• .';"~;~~\;4;~~~j-\QiYi~/o:~f~;\!~Rrobl7ms.
.
.
the new Health ·care Service is . emergencies and students should
"~.~ttaJ¥ 1ilratta; .QiliMii: Q.t.. n:e BHU.lii until eeptenrbei.iB.. .... .• . .... i$. Qhl 1 ti b~¥!11!1SJ:WWtliiiMt9•EmtltfBilblt4i~UiiiBlli@ll, . . A!I1llU$$.ltif¥BW81Hi11. lt1•11111ftil:~•1u11111uau

?1d

Health Services restructured

New Travel Service

BaystateSurday bus
route cancelled
By Chris Perra
Students waiting for the Sunday
night Boston-Bridgewater bus
found out the hard way that the
route was cancelled.
Effective
in September, the Sunday night
route was cancelled due to lack of
use.
Kevin Mullen of Baystate Bus
Lines said that the company lost
$12,000 last year on the route.
Finding the route unprofitable, he
sent a letter to the college in June
of this year informing them of
the probi~m. and asking for input

"Relax Ralph, I'll type the paper on the bus and send it from
the bar... we're not gonna miss 'happy hour' in Montreal!"

CALL NOW!
DOWNTOWN HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS
AT THE RAMADA INN
TRANSPORTATION BY McGINN BUS LINES

$25 DEPOSIT DUE BY OCTOBER 6th

into a possible solution.
Receiving no reply, Mr. Mullen
sent another letter on August 27
giving formal notice of the route
cancellation.
Mr. Anthony Melrano. former
Director of the B.S.C. Transit
System, stated he only received
the letter of cancellation. He was
not aware of any letter received in
June. Mr. Metrano said that the
termination letter sent by Mr.
Mullen on August 27, was
received on August 31. By then,
the bus schedules had been
printed.

f-CfiSiiTe·rs7;JBfide·d-·-i
I · Immedia tely
I
!!

2pm - lOpm

~~i!!_~.lso Rua nab le

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4 . . . . . . . . . . . . ., ....................................................... t

1Opm - 6am

PaiJ) Holidays, Paid Uacations
msurance and benefits
'

Rpply in person or coll
826-9284

17 WINTER ST., SALEM, MA 01970 (617) 744-6559
OFFICE HOURS: monday-fridoy 3:00pm-10:00pm saturday 9:00am-3:00pm
weekdays 9:00am-3:00pm leave message with machine

Mobil Seruice station
524 Church st. Rt. 13g
Pembroke, MR 023 59
Station Operator, Inc.
Equal Opportunity Employer

)I

~····"'•"'•'•'"•'•"~

... • ...• ...• .................................................................

CALL LISA IACUZZI

ADVENTURESINTRAVEL
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Buchanan opens
Bridgewater
lecture series

of how the media handled the
Gary Ha.rt controversy and, more
cently, that of Joe Biden.
series.re
lecture
The B.S.C.
.
.
.
guest
with
swing
full
into
moved
Bemg a conservati~e
speake r Patrick Buchan an
enlighte ning many in the Horace Republi can, he off~red his
Mann Auditorium Tuesda y opinion s as to the differen ces
' between today's Democr ats and
Septemb er 22.
With a little
Patrick Buchana n, whose Republi cans.
of the
member
a
from
pressure
backgro und includes bcincr 3
as the
Bush
predicted
he
,
audience
to
~
journali st former assistan
Dukakis
and_
nomin~
an
Republic
being
Presiden t Reagan as well as
Director of Communication from as the Democr atic; with Jesse
1985-19 87, had much to say on !,ackson ~unning a close second.
many topics in the politica l Much w11l be de~ndent on ho:W
arena. An appropriate theme for the Iowa caucas turns out m
the evening s discussion would determining who will be the front
have been "A View of Politics runners," he said.
Much of the evening wa.s a
from Washington."
Buchana n started off the question and answer penod
discuss ion with a persona l allowing the audienc~ to ?et
analvsi s of the differen t directly involved. The d1scuss1on
presiden tial candidat es and how was lively and light-hearted while
~ ~,Q. helns shape them in still leaving many thinking about
e PUbhc image. He spoke also issues affecting politics today.
By Peter Boutin

th

Patrick Bucha nan begins B.S.C. lecture series

..

Hel p Wan ted
Inst ruc tor
Gym nas tics

Will train
Great pay
Aftern oons after 3:30
Saturday and morning preschool

Part time

Gym Acad amy of Boston
in- Norw ood
Call 769-61 50 or 326-70 56

26

Back to Scho ol Spec ial ! !

$10 Wash-Cut-Blowdry
thru Sept . 30

with BSC ID

Yan kee Cli ppe r
Hairc utter

73 Broad St., Bridg ewate r
from Friend ly restau rant
Across
(

.Appt. or walk- in

697-00 05

Do rr's Sta tion ery Sto re
has moved to-a new location!
But we still car.ry
all the items you need ...
OFFICE, SCHOGt , DRAFTINC & ART SUPPLIES
OFFICE EQUIPMENT & REPAIR
College Students - sign up for your
10% Discou nt Card

COME IN SOON AND SEE OUR NEW
QUARTERS - WE'RE OPEN
Monda y thru Friday from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Saturd ay from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

10 CENTRAL SQUARE, BRIDGEWATER
(Next to Rico's Market plenty of parking )

697-2433

This used to be trag ic
whit e spa ce, but
we filled it with
this ad.
To avo id the prob lem
of whit e spa ce,
we nee d you r help .
If you like to writ e
or take pho tos,
stop by our offic e

in the Campus Cen ter,
and help · us fill
our white, spa ce.

(Photo by John R. Burns 111)
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"BOW I MADE 818,000
FOR COLLEGE
BY WORKING WEEKENDS."
As soon as I finished Advanced
Training, the Guard gave me a cash
bonus of $2,000. Then , under the New
GI Bill, I'm getting another $5,000 for
tuition and books.
Not to mention my monthly Army
Guard paychecks. They'll add up to
more than $11,000 over the six years
I'm in the Guard.
And if I take out a college loan, the
Guard will help me pay it back -up to
$1,500 a year, plus interest.
It all adds up to $18, 000- or more
-for college for just a little of my time.
And that's a heck of a better deal than
THE GUA Rb CAN HEL P P.UT

When my friends and I.graduated
from high school, we all took part-time
jobs to pay for college.
. They ended up in car washes and
h.a.mbur. ger ). 0.llltS, p·u·tll.fig. l•ll lon~g hOUfS
. .
;
.
fo'r 11·tt1e·
. · ..pay.
Not me. My job takes just one
weekend a month and two weeks a year.
Yet, I'm earning $18,000 for college.·
Because I joined my local Army
National Guard.
·
They're the people who help our
state during emergencies likehurri- .
canes and floods. They're also an
important part of our country's military
defense.
·I'
· a· ·
·
h
·
h
0'
since
S
.m e1ping t em .0 sueh.
an importantjob, they're helping.me
. h SC
. h00..i·
make 1."t throug

YOU THR OUG H COL LEG E, TOO .
SEE YOUR LOC AL REC RUI TER
FOR DETAILS, CAL LTO LL-F REE
·800-638-7600:t: OR MAIL THI S
COU PON .
*In Hawaii: 737-5255; Puerto Rico: 721-4550 ; Guam: 477-9957 ; Virgin Islands
<St. Croix>: 773·6438 : New Jersey: 800-452- 5794. In Alaska, consult your local
phone directory.
.
c 1985 United States Government as represent ed by the Secretary of Defense.
Allrights reserved.

I

MAIL TO:

1
1

NAME

1

ADDREss

I
1

l
1

1

I

A;;y~ational Gua-rd,-P.0-.B: 600~Clifton, NJ 07015

1

o Mo F

c1Tv1sTATE/ZIP
AREAcon E

US CITIZEN. O YES 0 NO

PHONE

soc1ALsE cuR1TvN uMBER

.Arocc~u-;::;-;-:PAT~10~N- - - - - ·

STUDENT o HIGH SCHOOL o COLLEGE
PRIOR MILITARY SERVICE 0 YES 0 NO

BRA~cH
. RANK
AFM1Mo s
I ~£1NFQAMAr10NYou•01.uNTAA1\~P110v10E.1Ncw0tNG~OUASQC1ALS£CuAITYM
iM!IEA

1

L ~t~~~~~~.=~::~~~~~:L~~~\~~~~-3NuMa:_

srnrnoATE

==~~

NationalGuard

- - -

AICLJC21_097_NP-

Army'~!,!!D!llaard

J
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Vie wpo int
Let's let our student
leaders be leaders
Editorial

During the summer Bridgewater State became a new place.
The grounds were beautified, the Class of 1987 was replaced
by the Class of 1991, and a host of new policies were
instituted. Most of these policies were instituted for the
betterment of the college, and for the benefit of the students;
most of these policies, anyway.
Student leaders returned to find that much of their freedom
and responsibility had been usurped.
In order to receive their funds from Student Government
Association - funds which are raised through student fees all student clubs and orgainzati.ons must have an advisor.
The President has created a new position -Director of
Student Clubs and Activities - to oversee clubs and their
advisors.
This may endanger certain projects that require immediate
action. The nightmare of having to chase down the SGA
treasurer for a signature is going to be multiplied . Now
clubs will first have to track down the advisor, and then the
treasurer.
The rationalizatio ns for this new form of constraint are
many. The first is that it is to relieve students of some of the
stress and responsibility that is associated with being a
student leader.
The desire to take on additional responsibility and become
more involved in the campus is the reason most students
become student leaders.
The second is to show student leaders that the school
supports them, and their efforts to run programs and
activities for the college community.
The present administratio n has always made a strong
attempt to recognize the student leaders. Placing more
constraints on them was not exactly the best way
to shower

w,, ho m~dje Conn·te cry?.

•t•r•1.1M111nail~P•IJ*IBJMi1.Df8'¥iliild·t~i1i1'td~Mlii•Ph6luilrllli"~Ifii5'6·ifad!llfiilWn*l·illfllt~lilll:QWI~··m1MP1¥111Fllirli•*i~iilll'Mli!j!dli5•iiiiilllllilWd!iiiilt•i111'tf!illl1ffi1111iRlilill2~t•t~~e-~-""':':=;;;;;;"
school has fost confidence m me student eaders to run therr By Scot R'~~~~;:,~~m'JqJ

organizations smoothly and efficiently.
.
There were two final rationalizations that were probably the
underlying premise behind the new rules. First, the college is
responsible for students that are going on trips representing
Bridgewater State, and if anything happens to these students
the college is responsible. This is a valid justification, but
couldn't the administration have found a way of monitoring
student activites more closely without harnessing them with
advisors?
Second, the college wants to keep track of how its money is
being spent. The only problem with this rationalization is,
whose money is it?!? The SGA budget is derived primarily
from student fees which are payed along with student's
tuition.
The students who this policy is designed to help were never
asked if they wanted help. Student input is vital in a matter
such as this. The students are the ones who are directly
affected. They are the ones who must struggle with the
additional bureaucracy, yet no one ever bothered to enquire if
they felt the need for additional support and a break from the
responsjbility of leadership.
The idea of creating a Director of Student Activities and
Clubs is a valid one if the position exisits solely for
assistance and direction. This could prove to be a very useful
service for student leaders. However, for the college to tell
them, "You must take our assistance or forfeit your
money!" is nothing short of dictatorship.
The new policy is not going to limit the stress of being a
student leader, it is going to magnify it.

~

last Thursday. She was sitting

, alone on a park bench, looking
very sad. Meanwhile, down the
street and across the country,
speeches wer:e being made, flags
were being raised and anthems
were being sung, all to
commemorate her 200th birthday.
"Why aren't you at your
party?," I asked.
"What's to celebrate?," she
returned. "It seems that although
I was a good idea 200 years ago,
nobody seems to be paying
attention to me now."
"What do you mean?" I was
very disturbed at her depression.
and wanted to know if there was
anything that I could do to help.
"Well," she began,"look at our
President. He's running things in
our country like I don't exist.
We've got ships in the Persian
Gulf, we invaded Grenada, and
over 400 of our Marines were
killed in Lebanon. Hasn't he
heard of the War Powers Act and

the Second Amendmerit?"
"But all of those things were jn
the interest of peace. He's just
trying to protect us. Isn't he?"
The Constitution gave me a
sidelong look.
"Yeah," she said,"I heard
Grenada was planning to attack
Fort Lauderdale."
"Well," I conceded, "I guess I
see what you mean."
"And how about this Ollie
North character," she continued.
"He's running around the world,
selling arms to terrorists, setting
up secret Swiss bank accounts,
funding a war that Congress told
him not to fund, and setting
American policy."
"But Colonel North was a war
hero," I countered.
"So let him take a gun down
to Nicaragua and fight alongside
the Contras. Or better yet,, send
him to Iran to show them the
best way to use the weapons we
sent them against our ships."
Things did not look good in the
"cheer up the Constitution

department."

I made one last try.
"Look
all

at

of

the

personal~rights.

progress that
we've made in the last 200 years.
Women's rights, civil rights ... "
''And the new Supreme Court
nominee, Robert Bork, doesn't
believe in most of them. If he
gets in. rm doomed."
A tear appeared, and the ink
from "We the people" began
running down her front.

"Aw, don't do that," I pleaded. I
dabbed at her tears with a tissue;
but it only made things worse,
smearing many of the words,
obliterating others.
I looked at her, a document that
has survived 200 years of
hard-fought battles to improve
her, international strife to protect
her, and a civil war which nearly
tore her apart. I realized that the
one thing that she could not
withstand is hypocrisy, and that
made me sad, too. She had only
one last thing to say to me.
"It's my party and I'll cry if I
want to.'
1

Just how far.have we really come, baby?
By Christine Howard

I had a high ·school flashback the
other day. I was on a ten minute
break from a class, with a few of
my classmates. We were the
women's room of the library.
They all lit up cigarettes., and
were enjoying the rush of the
nicotine into their systems, when
the do.or opened. They all looked
up guiltily as· our professor
walked in. "Oh, can we smoke in
here?," she asked, reaching for a

cigarette.
Someone replied, "No, but it's
raining out, so we've. designated
this as a smoking area."

way, baby". Yeah, a long way
back into the dark ages, where
smokers are forced to hide from
the view, and breathing space of

non-smokers.
The absurdity of this situation
amazed me. A group of women,
mature enough to make the
decision to smoke, hiding in the
bathroom like a group of 13
year-olds afraid of suspension.
I

I felt ·like part of a Virginia
Slims ad. "We've come along

I realize this is a state law, not
yet another new college policy.
Smoking is ·prohibited in all
common areas of all state
buildings, as the signs all over
the game room proclaim.
However, the law also states that
there should be a designated

smoking areas in all the
buildings.
I'm sure that the college. so
anxious to follow the no
smoking regulation must have
followed this part of the law. but
no on7 knows where the smoking
areas are.

Center) the least you could do is
to clearly mark the areas.
Smoking may seem abhorrent to
some members of the college
community, but there is a .
percentage of people who still
cling to this "vile habit".

It's only common courtesy that
if you are going to relegate
smokers to boiler rooms (in
Boyden Hall), and third floor
study lounges (in the Campus

faw to respect the rights of

Since they are being forced by
non-smokers, the least the
non-smokers could do is respect
their rights, and show them
.where they can smoke.
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The new SGA: ByKfile~~od (s~~~~L~~~ t~9be~2e~~rime?
do they care
or don't they?

We've all heard of deja
vu--that state of feeling that one
has experienced something
before. Well. I think many of us
have been experiencing it every
day, namely, those of us who
have been eating in Tillinghast
Hall.
.
Editorial
Has anyone else noticed the
abundance of "breakfasts for
At the Student Government Association meeting on lunch?" How about the same old
September 22, no business was transacted, no funding ground beef being given various
allocated, and no presidential or committee appointments names such as "salisbury steak,"
confirmed. Why? Because the minimum number of "chopped beef steak with
representativ es required to transact business did not make mushroom gravy," "meatloaf,"
themselves available.
"teriyaki meatballs," and "pizza
To their credit, a few concerned and responsible assembly burger?" Or maybe all the
members showed up ready to give their time and best effort chicken pot pie and turkey pot
for the students who elected them. It is just that not enough pie (with and without crusts)? Or
of them cared to appoint a pro temp or just show up.
perhaps all the chop-suey-looking
We would like to urge our representatives to start fulfilling entrees that can't be easily

the duties of their office before it becomes necessary for
these "concemed students to be impeached. Why students
would take all the time and energy to get elected and not
show up to meetings is beyond our comprehensio n and
understanding .
11

identified?
\Vhat ever happened to
variety?
I have vague
recollection of such meals as
spaghetti and meatballs, turkey

long as you arrive for dinner by
5:00 or 5:30), chicken nuggets,
tacos, ham steak, macaroni and
cheese, chicken patties, pizza,
baked potato bar, fish and other
meals which gave you, at least,
something besides undercover
ground beef at every n;ieal.
And what ever happened to
lunch ? Brunch is great on
weekends, but during the week
breakfast is offered, which allows
us to have another separate meal
called lunch. If the food service
would like to offer breakfast
items once in a while (and that
doesn't means 2-3 times a week)
or as a third alternative (like
leftovers), fine, but they should
at least offer a full lunch as well.
And what about the tiny
portions and single entrees?
Granted, there is a need to cut
down on food waste, but if a
person is willing to accept
smaller portions of two entrees to
attempt having a little variety,

I must admit, I was kind of
excited at the thought of new
food service. And it has had its
good points. For example, I
thought the lasagna we had the
first day was very good, and the
salad bar (with the exception of
the recent trend of brown lettuce)
I've found very good as well.

But aside from the first
couple of days, I've been pretty
disappointed. No one likes to eat
the same thing day after day. and
considering we're all college
students, it's safe to say we can
probably recognize the same meat
no matter what fancy name it's
given.
All I ask is that there be a
little more variety and enough
food that people who work late
can come back to eat and still
find the advertised meal. To
some of us, all this ground beef
has become chopped liver.

•

Death Week for Tina hits the daytime soaps
By Joseph L. Dragon, Jr.
Daytime television (the
Soaps) has hit an all-time low.
The feeling here is that since the
marriage of Luke and Laura on
General Hospital in 1981,
so'lp-opera producers have
followed the Oscar Wilde maxim
that "Nothing breeds success like
e4cess." So what viewers get in

one hour are. convoluted.
excessrve y comp 1cate . p ots
attempting to touch upon every
vice in America from drug-abuse
to , treason.
The plots and
characterization s on some Soaps
arc downright embarrassing. One
need only recall· the two-week
deathbed scene of Vicki (or
Nikki?) Buchannon and the
absurdly sinister Maria Roberts
to realize that Soap producers and
writers are intellectually
tapped-out. It is symptomatic of
the deteriorating credibility of
Soaps that this summe: networks
routinely, and with impunity,
switched from ·Soap operas to

Congressional Hearings, and
gained viewers in the process.

shows. Imagine the Black and
Decker campaign, "Capital
punishment isn't possible in
Landview without a 35 lb. Black
and Decker axe head. Honed by
Tennessee craftsmen ·for instant
severance upon impact. .. "

Dusty Walker (on parole) and
Teri Brock with their hot band.
During Death Week, each day
would bode worse and worse for
Tina. An eloquent appeal by
Attorney F. Lee Baily would be
rejected out of hand by Judge
Wapner.
His trusty bailiff,
Rusty, would drag a hysterical
Baily out of the courtroom at the
end of the episode.

parties. Students would dress in
black. The drink of the day
would, of course, be the Bloody
Mary.
The actual execution episode
would be fairly cut and dried.
The name of the executioner
would dominate the dialogue on
the show. Various names could
then be dropped and bandied
about, Sean Penn, Arnold

But things can change on
television that Soap opera
marriages can dissolve. Right
now on One Life :to Live atrial
is underway where the deferrdant,
Tina Lord, is fighting for her life.
The Friday before Death
The possibility is thus present Week would feature an appearance
for another. television event as by Judge Wapn~rJ1a11c.Jing down
big. and as . popular. a.s the ; tHe
n· 1 ···verdict< ~fii''"t,,,
marnage 6
u e an
aura. sentence. As· for ·the method of
Stallone
eing the leading
The next day would feature an
That event would be titled, "The
death. it would seem that extremely emotional separation candidates. The two hours could
Execution of Tina"
be filled with television stars
electrocution would be far too scene as Tina is locked up in
giving appeals for and against the
gory for television. and hangings Holden Tower Jiotel (the
The execution would be are old hat. Thus, Tina, like
execution. But at about ten to
Honeymoon suite rendered
all-encompassing. Everyone on Mary Stewart in 1857, would escapeMproof by ..Scorpio).
four, the camera will scan the
One Life to Live would suspend have her head chopped .off in· a During the farewells, Little Al guests and finally focus on a
lheir own moribund dilemmas public ceremony.
shaking Tina, the tinkling of ice
would get sick and be rushed to a
and become involved with The.
Of course the execution hospital and Cord Roberts would against glass the o_nly sound.
Event. It would be a week-long would be held at Landfaire, with reject his betrothed, Kate Sanders,
extravaganza building each day Vicki and Clint Buchannon ·as and profusely profess his love for
Viewers would see Tina kneel
toward a Friday afternoon, gracious· hosts. Heron would Tina. Rafe Garretson and Herb
over
the chopping block and bend
two-hour spectacular culminating serve hors d1 oeuvres and · Callison would, with tight-lipped over it. The
set would go black,
in the death of Tina Lord.
champagne. The guests would be determination, drag. a screaming
and the dull thud of steel hitting
Ratings would go through the attired in black mourning wear, Tina up to her room.
flesh would be the only
rooft Advertisers would kill each and would include the cast of One
The day before the execution
manifestation of the execution of
other fighting for bits on the Life to Live and Generaf Hospital would involve Frisco
Jones and Tina Lord.
(naturally, Robert Scorpio would Max Holden failing in a daring
It is surely doubtful that soap
be in charge ofsecurity), as well escape plan that kills Frisco and . opera producers would sink to
as some current media favorites, forces. Max to le~ve the country this level to gain viewership, but
Peter Holm, Cher, Bridgette (with Scorpio in hot pursuit).
it sure would be good television,
Nielson, and an Elvis Presley
The day· of the event would and that is something sorely
look-a-like among others. Music find college donnitories all over lacking on the current daytime
would be provided by GH'ers ~e · country throwing execution dramas.
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Become a Mem ber

of the Firm

The Ultimate Figure Salon

The Naked Truth About
Professional Toning By
SunTana.
And if you don't like what your mirror is s-aying about you, you'll roue what we haue
to say about the Professional Toning System.
·

In just a few weeks of remarkably enjoyable workouts. you'll firm. up sagging
muscles, tone your h ody and lose in ch es. Fast. Without muscle .strain. Witho.ut
eHhausting ettercise. Without weightlifting. Without fotigue.
The Professional Toning system uses an eHciting new e1rnrcise plan based on a
concept prouen succe'ssful in physical therapy and rehabilitation programs. The
seuen machines combine the best of physical and isometric eHercise principles to
help you get results you can see end feel fast.
Rnd since each workout takes less than an hour- ond since our no-sweat system

means you don't even haue to change clothes, shower or fiH your makeup ofter a
session- it's truly the e11ercise program you haue time to stick with.
There re no membership fees, joining costs or any of. the hassles
fitness "clubs."

you get from typical

For more information on how the Professional Toning System can work for you, call
_today.
Rnd come get a good look for yourself.

15 % off with BSC I.D.
No Membership dues or fees.

r-----------------

Central Square
Bridgewater, Mass.

697-7433
Hours
Monday-Friday 8-9 .
Saturdays 8-12
(Sat. Hours subject to change)

Each salon independently owned and operated.

!

FREE

I
I

HALF HOUR TRIAL
by

I

;
appt.
only
·----....
_____________
.,.,
-~_.
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Entertainment

The Fixx: They Are Themselves
By Brian Hughes
"Becaust. it's a real good
time." That's what Rupert
Greenall, Keyboardist of The
Fixx says about playing in small
clubs. They played at The
Livingroom in Providence on
Wednesday to a packed house.
regardless of the fact that U2 was
playing less than forty-five
minutes away in Foxboro. "We
like to try ouL new material in
clubs, as we did tonight."
Greenan continued, "We really
haven't done this since we started,
playing mostly new material."
In the Flesh. a pop band from
Springfield Massachusetts
warmed up the crowd with their
own brand of mod-pop,
combining Echo and the
Bunnymen, New Order, and
Fixx-like chops and guitar licks.
Be on the lookout for these guys
in the future, I'm sure they'll be
big soon.

The Fixx fhen took the stage,
with lead singer Cy Cu.min
sporting a new long hairdo.
They lefl the flashy costumes,
teased hair and lasers behind this
time, lending a much more casual
atmosphere to the show. Being

in a

c~\lb

1

<\idi:t t,.detract 1tnY\Jling

it added a sense of accessability
that does not prevail in an arena
setting.
As Greenall said to me afte!
their set, they played 1 lot of new
material this time, most of which
has not even been released yet.
The .band still thrilled the
audience with the alternative pop
classics such as "Are- We
Ourselves'', "One Thing Leads To

Rupe~ ~reenall, Jamie West-Oram, Cy Cumin, Danny K. Brown, and Adam Woods:The Fixx, Played

The ~1~1ngro~m"on ~e~nesday night. Catch them at The Channel in Boston on Thursday Night.

echos m Red Skies and s1m1lar
antics. Greenall, Guitarist Jamie
West-Oram, Bassist Danny K.
Brown and Drummer Adam
~oods filled the Livingroom
with sound that proved that these
guy~ are still dedicated to their
music, and have not lost their
Another", and 11 Se.cret Separation" touch.
that made Lhem what I feel is the
They saved the best for last,
best band in their class.
doing their first hit single, "Stand
Cumin's vocals and on-stage or i:"all", at the end of their first
11
theatrics were perfectly
encore~ and Deeper and Deeper"
orchestrated, making one feel that · closed the show. Afterwards,
even though this is a club show,
amidst the fans that were
they really put their all into it. demanding·. photos and guitar
They got the audience more picks, we somehow got
involved than they could have in backstage to meet the band.
a bigger setting, with C11rnin Surprisingly, they were very
having the audience sing the amiable, and Cumin actually

came over to us to introduce
himself. The entire band seemed
to be truly interested in what WC
had to say. As Cumin was
signing photos, records, arm
casts.polo shirts, and anything
else people shoved in his face, I
talked with the rest of the band
members, and found that they
were really not affected in a
negative way by their success.
The Fixx has become one of the
most accessable and friendly
bands I have ever met.
Thanks forthe show, guys. I
hope you'll be back soon!

The Fixx ca1i be seen
Thursday night at The Channel in
Boston.

James Taylor Pleases All At Great Wocx:Js
By Debra Willis
Last f riday, James Taylor
played at the Great Woods Center
for the performing Arts, and it
was one awesome show. Ihad the
privelege of seeing him there, and
it was the best show I've been to
in a while. First of all, I couldn't
believe I was there because I've
been wanting to see him for so
long, and I finally got the chance.
Taylor appeals to all
audiences--there were older
couples,, college students, even a
little three-year-old grooving to
the beat. The difference in· ages
made me realize that good artists
are always going to. appeal to
people.

The night was cold and rainy.
but when Taylor came out, he
warmed everyone up with songs
from
his
most recent
album-"That's Why I'm Here".
He then got into some of his
more famous songs like
"Steamroller","Country
Road", "Fire and Rain", and
"Don't Let Me be Lonely
Tonight". Next, he did some
tunes from his upcoming album,
"Never Die Youi1g", which
should be great, if the set he did
friday was any indication.
At the end of his show,
Taylor came back for four
encores. I think he saved
11
You've Got a Friend" for his
first encore. just to bug people.

He then got everyone up and
moving with ..-How Sweet it is
To Be Loved by You". During
his ·third encore, he surprised
everyone by bringing his brother,
Livingston on stage. to sing their
newly recorded song, "City
Lights", an upbeat folk song. He
left everyone dancing in the aisles
with "Twist Again".
If yoll' missed this show, you
can't set the clock back, but you
can catch Livingston Taylor right
here at BSC this fliday night in
the Campus Center Auditorium
at 8pm. Tickets are $2, and if
he's anything like he was las,t
friday, it's going to be something
you won't want to miss!

Dee Snider . Cult Hero?
change that occured when
drummer A.J. Pero departed at the
If there is one particular height of the group's popularity.
band that has symbolized shock Snider responds to Pero"s claims
rock troughout the eighties, it of "Being limited" by responding,
would have· to be New York's
"Unfortunately, A.J. wanted to be
Twisted Sister. Other groups, Neil Peart. Our band needs a
such as W.A.S.P .. or Slayer, have solid timekeeper to work with
~sed outrageous stage props to bassist Mark "The Animal"
arouse the audience. While the Mendoza.
We looked for
Sisters have avoided 'onstage someone like AC/DC's Phil
gags, it was their. rude makeup Rudd, which we found in the
and advocation of rebellion that form of Joey Franco."
ultimately interested youth ·anc.
Unbeknownst to the general
antagonized the.parents (always t. public, Twisted Sister has been
sure sign of success).
together for twelve years. Franco
Twisted Sisters attitude of is the fifth to sit behind the drum
"to hell with what others think"
kit, wiµt Sn;.der, Guitarist Jay
became evident on two fronts: the Jay Freneh, and Eddie Ojeda
first two videos from 1984's forming the veteran core of the
"Stay Hungry" and frontman Dee uniL' The lineup's first effort
Snider's onstage raps. Drawing together, "Love is for Suckers" is
from his own clashes with his definitely the most polished,
parents, Snider encouraged · Twisted Sister to date. Dee is
teenagers to enjoy the music and Jiappy that, for once, the critics
notbe afraid of other's negative are giving the band credit for their
reactions. Three years later, musical abilities.
Twisted Sister has ridden the
The failure of their last
roller coaster of success without album. 1985's ·1'Come out and
losing the hard edge that got Play" comp.ared. to. their
them to the top in the first place. multi-platinum previous release,
Vocalist Dee Snider "Stay Hungry" caused many
recently phoned in from• his Skeptics .to. term Twisted S.ister as
native Big Apple· to expound on another flash in the pan. To this
his bands resmgence and to clear observation, Dee laughs and says
the air on the many sarcastically;"Yeah, we're a real
misconceptions· that surround the overnight success.· We did over
band and himself.
two thousand shows before we
Dee wastes no time· in · even had a rec0rd eontract We've

By Bob Lang

addressing the recent· pers~mneL.

:ont. on p. 9
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albums, concerts (Snider was
cont. from p. 8
once arrested for swearing after
done more shows than the one) and magazines are all being
Rolling Stones at some points!" monitored. I put my reputation
Although that might be an on the line and received no
exaggeration, you can get the idea support. Believe it or not,
that the Sisters spent a little time phone was tapped and all ·my
on the club circuit before Hitting mail was opened. Everybody
talked about taking action, but in
the big leagues.
the end, it's the same old 'Ht'.Y
1985 was a low year for
Twisted Sister. They had to dude, let's party' attitude that
cancel many dates because of prevailed. The funny thing is
Dee's throat problems and A.J. that our album just received a
Pero's early departure from the safe rating when the whole thing
band. As cancellation dateg is about sex. There's even a song
mounted, so did the rumors. One about the violent overthrow of
had Dee firing the other three the government!"
Snider surprised many
group members, only to be
observers with his logic and
beaten in court, and another had
articulateness during the
Dee dead from throat cancer.
After an operation for his proceedings. As a man who has
throat, Snider had no problem always referred to Twisted Sister
with staying in the public eye.
as a bunch of dirtb:.~1ls, he found
himself earning respect for his
A deal was quickly made with
MTV whereby Dee became the intelligent views. "Hey, it's the
old story of don't judge a book by
host of the Metal Mania show.
This was a role that the talkative it's cover. On the other hand,
Snider relished; "I got to tape just b::.cause I speak English
approximately fifteen shows and fluently doesn't mean I'm a
in that span, 1 the viewing genius.'' protests Dee,"Put me in
audience tripled. They recently a room full of rocket scientists
offered me a job as a video
and I'd sound like a jerk. 11
jockey, but I don't think I'll have
Snider also repeatedly stressed
to fall back on that for awhile."
his views to the Congressional
Why did the show stop? "It
panels concerning the parent's
was definitely a case of me anci
role in screening unacceptable
the band getting too much
material for their children.
publicity.'' Dee explains, "After
Another misconcept.ion rbout
'Stay Hungry', we experienced a most of the Sisters is that they
problem where our image formerly studied opera. "That's
overpowe! ed the music." close to the truth," He relates, "I
Between th-:~ huge success of the really used to sing classical
"We're Not Gonna Take It" and "I pieces. Can you believe that?
Wanna Rock" videos and Snider's I've got all these trophies and
reputation as a speaker of epic awards for winning competitions
proportions, Twisted Sister right next to all my platinum
became the victim of overkill.
l b~wy Metal albums. l even did
Dee finds it humorous the he barbershop quartets. What a
may have replaced Ted Nugent as· contradiction J"
·the loudest mouth in rock. but he
Poor Dee. Either his band
has decided "to do less talking, gets a· bad rap for wearing
because my ideas tend to get makeup (better than the dfesses.of
totally blown out· of proportion. earlier years) and throwing
I like to get the kids involved in parents .down staircases, or he
the show and let them understand gets
portra.red
as
a
we know what they're going goodie-two-shoes. Whate·1er
through."
image he and Twisted Sister
Snider became a cult hero by have, their music has certainly
testifying in defense of .rock at come a long way. "Love is for
the infamous P.M.RC. hearings. Suckers" is easily their most
When asked how the fight against accessible to date, without
censorship is going, he explodes sacrificing the drive of the old
into one of his famous material. For a man who can't
expletive;.filled tirades: "I have even get an endorsement from
quit because I'm totally Vidal Sassoon, Dee Snider is one
disenchanted with the American cool S.M.F...
public. Everybody had better
Twisted Sister can bee seen
wake up and see what1s going live· this f riday night at the Leroy
on. "(Expletives deleted-Ed.)
Theatre in Pawtucket, and this
Saturday night at the Orpheum
After stopping for a quick Theatre in Boston with special
breath, Dee rants on; 11 The guests Great White and TNT.

my

Twisted Sister: More Music, Less Talk for the future.

'Floyd's "A Momentary Lapse of Reason"
with a crack unit of top
musicians, including Nick Mason
Roger Waters insists that and Richard Wright.
"A
"Dark Side of the Moon" captured Momentary Lapse of Reason" is
its success mainly from lyrical the curiously titled "new" Pink
themes and broad meaning of Floyd album. There is no doubt
context. Waters neglects to how important Gilmour is to
consider the music behind the Floyd. This album proves that
meanings. Since his own solo
new life can be generated using
venture began, he's been standing traditional concepts and
in the midst of war, crime, instruments. From the opening
pollution and an electronic waste instrumental, "Signs of Life",
dump of music. Floyd's "last"
one can determine the band by an
record, "The Final Cut". might earful of notes which seem to
have done World War II some
recall even the most vintage.
1
lli!ll!l!IJ11:1•11Jlililliiil'-iiw.nilli.ls1i.wi1iiii&i"®•.·..111ihi1i1i1'l~(.WJtll!l!IJ!lil!Hiiililiisi!ll}Wl!H~va.·_.Hill!
..~n.-w...s_.1 w.QQ~
... .-..sFi'lili6
'~"')i'<tl'"1"''"":".~be,p,t~y,ju8 of Gilmour
frantic and fell apart in the final and Co-Workers is stunning and
mix. The artistic control of "The
timeless.
Keyboardist and
Final Cut" was largely bestowed Co-producer Bob Ezrin adds a
upon Waters by David Gilmour, certain familiar texture to this
who wasn't pleased with the final
record that had been lost on "The
outcome. Gilmour has stated Final Cut", and is even more
publicly in many articles that
absent in the work of Reger
"The Final Cut" didn't really
Waters. "Learning to Fly", "On
sound like Floyd.
The Turning A way", and
So no.w Gilmour has returned
"Sorrow" are as eerie and

By Dave.Spuria

mystical as ever, yet they retain a
1987 edge. The Concepts aren't
fully thought out as the case
would be in a work by Roger
Waters, yet Gilmour has put
together some decent themes to
go along with spellbinding
music.
The true Floydians will really
appreciate this, their best album
in eight years or so. Pink Floyd
is now without Waters, a cog
many thought to be so important
that Pink Floyd wouldn't and
couldn't exist without him. "A
Momentary Lapse of Reason" is
a critics' dream--there is a lot
going On in it to talk about.
Most of it is well thought out
and well put together. The rest is
up to the minds of those who
only conceptualize like Roger
Waters. Face it, this album is
damn good and should stand up
against any Wall. (pun intended,

Dave?-Ed.)

A Heavy Metal Summer In Retrospect
Hopefully this is an
indication of the future holds for
Th~ Good lord knows i:hings
Boston rockers.The second wave
were hopping during the
may be lead by the Tears, who's
summer's end. Everybody and Get Em In Your Eyes has been
widely overlooked by all. Like
their mother barnstormed through
Bang; they hail from the North
the area. The sordid details of
Shore, have the necessary looks
live displays and backstage
and
chops and were the lone entry
debauchery are too numerous to
mention, but be informed that the in the Rumble. The Tears' faults
following acts performed to their have already been exposed by the
utmost
abilities:
Keel, hailowed Rich Cromonic, so let's
Whitesnake/Motley Crue,Jon tearright into the music. Get Em
Butcher, Man 0 War, Stryper, . With Yours Eyes is the basic safe
Hurricane/Gary
Moore, E.P., with three radio rockers and
a powerful tallad (Hold Me
andFrehley's Comet.
It seems as though the Tight"). "Two Is Better Than
Boston metal mines h_ave finally One" and "Don't Talk Dirty To
been tapped. Wargasm is i~onlng ME" both have their moments,
but tn~re seems to be something
the details of a Rock H0te;:;~ deal
missing. Maybe the material is
that may result in a Motorhead
tour in light of the Latest so well rehersed it comes across
Lemmy masterpiece, Rock & as fonnulatoo.
Roll .The title of their first
EZO (pronounced
rel~ase has been changed to Why easy-oh) will never be accused of
that mistake. These boys from
Play Around?.
featuring
sure-to-be controversial cover art the Land of the Rising Sun have
depicting a beaten clown tied to a bravely debuted with an album
tree. Shout is being pursued by that offers no compromises to the
typical weak-kneed radio
several labels, as expected.
Bxtreme has replaced Y&T as programmer. Don't think that
A&M's token rock act, ·while EZO is thrash, for all their work
Mass is considering a marriage is pure, ·hard-edged rock. They
wisely hired the God of Thunder,
with Enigma.

By Bob Lang

Gene Simmons. to mold all the
rough edges. Catch his subtle but
aggressive hooks blended into
"House of 1,000
pleasures", "Flashback Heart
Attack" and "Disiree". EZO will
catch flak for wearing war paint
on their back cover. With song
titles like 11 Destroyer" and "Kiss
of Fire", their choice of The
Tounge may become a detriment.
Loudness, the band that
paved the way for EZO, have
finally matured on their third
American release, Hurricane
Eyes. The first single, "This
Lonely Heart", fits right in with
crunchers like "SDI" and 11 Rock
This Way". once again, the
producer plays a dominant role.
Roudness wisely uses veteran
Eddie Kramer, whose past credits
include Hendrix, Kiss, Ace
Frehley and Raven. Guitarist
Akira Takasaki won't remain an
unknown for. long, judging from
the show he put on at..Great
Woods recently.
The Norwegians that
recently shared that very stage,
TNT, have mellowed a bit on
Tell No Tales. This record should
cont. on p. 10

Cars' Latest Fails to Please
By Dave Spuria

I was spoiled in the late
seventies with what I believe to
be the best Boston rock in
history. The Cars' debut and
their follow-up, "Candy-0" were
the most innovative, catchy
collections that the masses had
heard. These albums· weren't at
all flukes. The band has talent
and works well together in the
studio. Rick Ocasek, who comes
across as a slightly twisted
romantic in his writing and
persona, has a knack for quirky
top forty dance tunes. His
associate, Benjamin Orr, is a

better vocalist and has weathered
a partnership which is far from
equal.
Elliot Easton is the
guitar hero in this unit of pop
purists. He adds just enough bite
to save The Cars from drowning
in a pool of pop sludge. Greg
Hawkes' keyboards have. been a
"Cars" trademark since the first
. keyboard solo in "Let the Good
Times Roll". Yet, he continues
to be underrated and overlooked.
Finally. drummer Dave Robinson
is here to help save The Cars
from a near collision with 27
other bands who would all sound
like The Cars.
Robinson's

cont. on p. 10
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Calendar Of Events
Thursdav. Sept. 24

Saturday, Sept 26

\Vednesday.Sept3 0

The Cars: For Fans Only?
cont. from p. 9
computer-like pounding is a treat
to even the most shy dancer.

gem comes out of the mouth of
Ben Orr, who does lead on
"Coming Up You". In a similar
way as "Drive", "Coming Up
You" gets the most out of its
simple melodic course by using
the sincere vocals of Orr, who
always seems to sing less, yet
carry what he does sing a lot
further.
Unfortunately, this album
lacks continuity, and walks the
line of another compilation. Only
this time, it's not "Greatest
Hits", it's "Greatest Outtakes".
I'll say one thing about this disc,
it's produced for the radio, Which
means it could be a long winter
of Carn' singles releases. I guess
if you're a hanicore Cars junkie,
you gotta lcvc it. But if you're
like me, you'll just blow the dust
off of ''Candy-0" and be satisfied
wit.h !he fate 70's vintage Cars.

1

Il\G ..IL;)}! .. with John and Twisted Sister will be illb@ CC®rru.~@i:rfr IlD~me!!@
Marshall rn The Rat. playing with Great White at ({;®mnjp~rID.3' ®ff IB3®mt1® mi

5-8pm.
A triple Heavy Metal
bill at The Livingroom in
Providence with Grim
Reaper, Armored Saint and
Helloween.
Call (401)
521-2520 for information
and directions.
The Fixx will be playing
at The Channel in Boston.
Call
451-1050
for
information and directions.
~-

The Orpheum Theatre in
Boston.

will hold the following at
B.S.C.:

Don McLean will be at the
10:45 am - A
Zeiterion Theatre in New Lecture-Demonstr ation for
Bedford. Call 994-2900 for children at the Campus
ticket information.
Center Audit01ium.

Tuesday. Sept 29

See Related story elsewhere lFfil~llllil!l1 IL(ee!!fltmr~ by
in section.
Dr. Jean Fitzpatrick; "Mind

3:00 pm - Class for
children at the Burnell
Campus
School
Gymnasium.

This introduction may lead
you to think that the Cars' latest
LP, "Door to Door", has to be a
smash. Well, for the most part,
it isn't. There are some great
re-hashes of previous Cars hits
on the record. The first single,
"You Are the Girl," comes up
two or three notes short of being
"Tonight She Comes". "Strap
Me In" finds Ocasek almost
crooning his own "Something to
Grab For", or even "Maybe
Baby", or "Shake it Up". The
new material here is not the
strongest on the album. Songs
like
"Wound
Up
on
You","Everything You Say", and
"Go Away" are very original, but
they turn out to be pass-you-byafterthought songs. The albums'

5 :00 pm - Master Class
Games:
Creativity,
for
adults at the Burnell
Imagination and Learning"
Campus
Friday. Sept 25
School
at 7 :30pm. in the Gymnasium.
ILfiwfiliil~~itm>liil
il1i1Jll<0>rr Bridgewater Dining Room.
will be performing at the
Adrian Rondileau Campus
"Viennese Gala" with the cont. from p. 9
Center. Tickets are $2 at the
Tonkuenstler
Orchestra of thanks to strong tunes like
C.C. Info Booth.
The
Institute
of Vienna will be at the "Everyone"s A Star", "10,000
Mitch Ryder And The Contemporary Art will Zeiterion Theatre in New Lovers In One and the title
begin its 3-part seminar: Bedford. Call 994-2900 for
track. The inclusions of filler
Detroit Wheels will be at
Video
Art:
ticket
Connections
information.
and
instrumentals
make this effort a
The
Livingroom in
For more
disappointment in comparison to
Providence. Call (40 I) References.
521-2520 for information information, call Chriss **ON-CAMPUS EVENTS the previous Knights of the New
Holderness at the ICA at ARE LISTED IN IlB (Q)JLIID Thunder.
and directions.
266-5152.
Def Leppard's is bound to
({]UJLrIT..tJINJE TYPE**
be
a
letdown for many,
Twisted Sister will be
considering
the absurd wait
W@llli
~w@QIJU~{ O~fk@ W©rJ2Jl?
playing with Great White at
involved. Originally conceived as
the Leroy Theatre in
@w®rrufr ntl®U©CSl mK~[]@il GS>acs@@®
a double set it still clocks at a
Pawtucket. See Related

.A Metal Summer in Retrospect
"Rocket". Def Lep can still rock
out,butHysterianee dsanediting
job.
By now, the hype for
L.A. 's Guns and Roses has
everyone convinced they are the
sleaziest bunch of dirtballs to
crawl out from under a rock YouKnow- Crue. Whatever the case
may
be,
Appetite
For
DEstruction is arguably '87's
best since Tesla. The .Aerosmith
influences are obvious (''Nig}J.t; ('''·'
Train"), their heroin problems are

11

aa

\story elsew/u!:re

in .secti9th

,~~uu .~~/l.~cll0~©XPJQ @~ td u~tB
..

-New Travel Service

Mon
treal
:Ms
&9·
where. it happens
...

1

wopping 63 minute~~ ~~~ies
and hooks·abonrrd"en"'!tt~h"~~1
"Pour Some Sugar on Me" and
"Don't Shoot Shotgun", but any
music that's been recorded so
many times is bound to be
overproduced. The prime example
of this is found on the sluggish

•

1 attme~~7

1!1~wrm011e"'!''M°~

Michelle") and w. Axl R°,~~,,.,"'1!101'1'"Wf$"""'".
shrieks in no less than fivlf'voices. Guns and Roses has
reportedly rejected the opening
slot on the Permanent Vacation
tour for fear of comparisons.

Doritcompete.
. witha
Kaplan stude nt
~be one.
Why? Consider thiS: More students
increase their scores after taking a Kaplan
· prep course thanafter taking anything else.
Why? Kaplan'.s test-taking techniques
and educational programs have 50 year5
of experience behind them. We know
students. And we know what helps boost.
their confidence and scoring potential.
So if you need preparation for the: LS.AT,

GMAT, MCAT, GRE, DAT, ADVANCED
MEDICAL BOARDS,TOEFL, NURSING
BOARDS. NTE, CPA, INTRO. TO LAW,
SPEED READING, or others, call us.
Why be at a disadvantage?

I KAPLAN

STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.

There's still time
to prep with the best !
Bost.on
266 - 'llS'f
Cambridge
868 · -TEST
Newton· Center 964 - TEST
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Living
MASSPI RG: Offering

Real life experiences
By

Dan Layden, the current director of the Bridgewater State College MASSPIRG
chapter.
Staff Photo by Debra Willis

Father Bob's thoughts on
Bridgewater State and the
goals of the Catholic Center

Mona McNamara

Graduation is rapidly
approaching, and you have no
idea what you want to do with
your life once you receive the
expensive little piece of paper
that is your college degree. How
are you going to. decide what
career you would like to enter?
Why not t.c'lke an internship?
You may even· get an
internship right on campus. The
Bridgewater chapter of
MassPIRG is looking for
several interns to work on some
of their upcoming projects.
Dan Layden, the current
coordinator of the Bridgewater
chapter of MassPIRG, explained
their internship program.
He said, "Students bcc:ome
involved with a (MassPIRG)
project. If they run the project
they usually apply for
internship credit."
Brdgewater has had a
MassPIRG chapter since the
spring of 1983, but the chapter
did not begin sponsoring
internships until the fall of
1985.
Many of the past interns
have come from the political
science and the social work
departments.
However, all
departments are encouraged to
send interns to ~assPIRG.

It's been nine months since
Father. Bob Connors began
working on the Bridgewater State
campus in the Catholic Center.
His introduction to the campus is
long overdue, so he will now be
given a chance to tell a bit about
himself. Connors likes young
people. He .wanted to put his
theological training to good use, ·
so he applied through the
Archdiocese of Boston, and was
appointed campus Chaplain.

The second is a hunger project.
MassPirg would like to create a
public awareness of the problem
of hunger. The third is a toxic
waste project. There is a bill in
the legislature which MassPIRG
is lobbying for. The fourth
project is about sol id waste.
There is a bilJ in the legislature
that would provide for the
separation of and safe disposal
of the various solid wastes here
in Massachusetts.
MassPIRG is also seeking a
media intern to act as a public
relations representative. For
fort.her information contact Dan
Layden at 697-1200.

Sex, religion, and you
What does your faith have to do
with your body? What do your
sexuality .and your religion have
to do with each other? These
questions. and many more, will
be addressed ·in a three day
emphasis on Sexuality and
Spirituality sponsored by the
Campus Ministries at BSC
October 4-6.

"I enjoy dealing with young
people," says Connors. "I think
that 17 to 21 (years of age) is a
very exciting time in life. It's also
a time to know that there are
people available to talk to."
Connors knows sometimes
religion is not at the top of college
students' priorities.
"Sometimes in this age," he
says," we forget that God is alive
and well. It's good to be reminded
of that in a happy, helpful way;
not by using guilt."
Connors has found many friends
here at B.S.C., and hopes to help
make Bridgewater a better :i;: !ac~.

Layden stated that the
internships are unpaid positions,
because MassPirg is a non profit organization. Although
there is no financial reward,
graduating seniors are able to
make connections for future
career opportunities.
Students can earn as many
credits as they wish, depending
on the amount of work needed
for the project they head.
There are four projects that
will be worked on this year. The
first is Safe Energy. MassPirg
would like to ensure that the
companies providing energy for
consumers do it in a safe way.

Father_ Robert Connors

"It's hard to reach out to people.
I hope we can build responsibility
toward one another." Connors also
hopes to start two new programs
at the Catholic Center. The first is
· a peer ministry program, in which
11
"I love Bridgewater, he says. "It
10 or 12 students "would be given
has been excellent in the last nine
the opportunity to .serve the
months. There's a special spirit
community
in
a
real
here at Bridgewater; it's a real
outreaching-caring, listening way."
welcoming spirit. I feel a part of
the institution." And now that he
A Center Council is also in the
is settled in, he has big plans for
works.
The Council would be a
the Catholic Center.
representative advisory board, he
says, "to give Sister JoAnne and I
a better idea of what's going on."
"My goal this year is to
He is looking for people interested
emphasize that God is present in a
in either program.
person's life, especially through
Connors attended Catholic
one another," he says.

(Photo by Debra Willis)

University in Washington, and is
working towards a doctorate ·in
Theology . and
Religious
Education. He has been ordained
for 16 years, working in a parish
in Newton for nine :years, and also
in the educational offices of the
Archdiocese Boston.
He hopes that everyone will
realize that the Catholic Center is
there to be used by all on campus.
"In the locale of the Campus
Center," Connors concludes/ I
see thousands of students go by
each day. If I had to put the goals
of my ministry in perspective, I
would have to think 'I hope they're
okay; and if· they're not, I hope
they stop in.' "

of

. Wendy Sanford, a long time
writer and speaker on Sexuality
and Spirituality~ will be the
featured speaker on Monday,
October 5th at 6:45 at the
Catholic Center. Wendy is a
graduate of Harvard Divinity
School and is the Protestant
Campus Minister at Suffolk
University. She has taught
classes at a wide variety of
schools in Massachusetts and
published _in a range of books
from Our Bodies. Our Selves to
the Friend's Journal. Wendy is a
warm and inviting speaker who
handles this difficult topic with
· confidence and affirmation. Her
, presentation will be followed by
small discussion groups.
On Tuesday, a soup luncheon
with questions and answers will
be held at the Catholic Center at
12:15. Tuesday evening at 6:45,
there will be a presentation on
"Making Choices" followed by
small discussion groups. Look
for more details!

Schedule of Events
Sunday: Beginning with prayer
and worship
5:30 House Church at Protestant
Campus Ministry Parsonage
29 Shaw Road (across from front
entrance of Maxwell Library)
or
7:00 Mass at the Catholic
Center.
Monday: Videos at the Catholic
Center at 10, 12 and 2
6:45 Sexuality and Spirituality
Speaker and Discussion
Tuesday: Videos at the Catholic
Center at 11 and 3
12: 15 Soup Luncheon with

Questions and Answers
6:45 Sexu'ality and Spirituality
Presentation and Discussion

Wendy Sanford
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Fly with the finest.

Get your c~reer off to a flying start. Become a during the summer. There are no on-campus
Marine aviator. If you're a college freshman,
drills. Plus, you receive $100 a month during.
sophomore or junior, you could qualify for
the school year.
our undergraduate Officer Commissioning
Seniors can qualify for the graduate Officer
Program and be guaranteed flight school
Commissioning Program and attend training
after graduation. All training is conducted
after graduation.
·

This is an excellent opportunity to prove yourself amongst the best and start off

making from $17,000 to $23,000
a year. See if you measure up. ~~~~
Check out the Marine Corps Offi- 11.:
cer Commissioning Programs.

-...4.._

FRESHMEN.. . SOPHOMORES... JUNIORS... To inquire about our Guaranteed Aviation Program,
as well as our Ground Officer and Law Pr~ams, see Captain Mike Dunrord .in the Student
Union across from the Bookstore on 30 Sept
er and 1, 2 October 1987 or call collect

451-3012
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Find the hidden names of math and science.
GAY-LUSSAC
KELVIN
KEPLER
LAVOISIER
LEEUWENHOEK
MENDEL
NAPIER
NEWTON
PASCAL
PAULING
PLANCK
RIEMANN
VON NEUMANN

AMPERE
ARCHIMEDES
AVOGADRO
BERNOULLI
COULOMB
CURIE
FERMI
EINSTEIN
EULER
FAHRENHEIT
FARADAY
FOURIER
GAUSS

OfrJ5, ~!(.,. I Mi'lY.
OVl..Y 8€ 11 H€1/T h'llL/..l/C/NllTION, 8<IT I~ ST/I.I..
'rfJ()R M07fle7Z ANl1
YOfJ'l..L 1..!5TrfN 70 M€,..

BSC

NOW GeT YO(/f? WITS
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new
sexual
harrasment
policy

<···- . . · .. ·.:-· . . .

PutExtTa

Cashin

. .•. ·.: ~~~: ~fli{~g~.ast ·.Mena· .·wm
. . · ~Pe~~r vext. week

Sexual harrasment is not a
popular conversation topic
among college students. It's not
something discussed over beers
in the Rat, or in the Campus
Center Game room. Many
people do not realize that what
may seem to be an innocous,
flirting comment to them may
appear to be sexual harrasment
to someone else.
Sexual harassment is defined

Your
Pocket

as:
When you work part-time with Hit or Miss, you're in the perfect
position to put good pay in your pockets, get a 30% discount at all
Hit or Miss stores, and work flexible hours.

Warehouse Personnel
Perfbrm light warehou"e ...,;:.tivities on a scnedule you choose. Training :provided.

Office Support
As a member of our Support Staff, you'll have the opportunity to
choose your own hours. Some positions involve light typing; all include
clerical and secretarial responsibilities. No experience necessary.

Hit or Miss is agreat place to go after class. So sign up and get
ready for a great experience that will increase your spending
power. Call 344-0800 now to set up an appointment, or stop
by and fill out an application at Hit or Miss, 100 Campanelli
Parkway, Stoughton, MA.
Hit or Miss is an equal opportunity employer.

Hit or Miss

;~ · *Cleats arid athletic shoes for all surfaces
~
*Soccer clothing, pads & equipment, balls,
~·
ref~.nee and coaches' uniforms.
"C
*Ask Don Gotshalk- for team prices.
eu
(on 6 or more)
~
. .
..
.

m

S-

m

C:

~· 60T5HALK'S Sp,. iirtsg
.7
0

~

. .

'

' 697-

·
Rt. 18 Bridgewater Ctr.
4446
... Mitre ... Pony ... Nike ... Reusch .. ~Peter Green

~

~
·

• verbal harassment or abuse
• subtle pressure for sexual
activity
• sexist remarks about an
individual's clothing, body, or
sexual activities
• unnec.essary touching, patting,
or pinching
• demanding sexual favors
acompanied by implied or overt
threats concerning ones job,
grades,
or letters of
reccomendation, etc.
•physical sexual·assault
If you feel that .you have been
a victim of sexual harr.asment,
or if you would just like some
more .information, contact the
Office of Affirmative Action, in
Harrington Hall.
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Sports
Men's rugby edged by Plymouth
State in the slop
B-Side takes victory in muddy conditions, 8-0
By AndyReCapp

The B.S.C. Men's Rugby
Club was defeated by Plymouth
State College last Saturday in a
mud bath here at Bridgewater.
The faithful fans who came to
· the game got to watch some
great rugby action. Although
play was sloppy due to the
weather, both teams managed to
perform well.
Plymouth State was on the
board first when they scored a
try late in the first half. They
missed the conversion kick
which made the s.:ore 4-0 at the
half.
Bridgewater came out
strong in the second half with a
quick score by Co-Captain Rick
DaSilva.
The two point
conversion kick by Co-Captain
Scott Brown made it 6-4

Bridgewater lead
Brown led the scrum in an
impressive performance winning
the majority of scrum downs.
Plymouth managed to squeak
out another try to make it 10-6,
with the conversion kick.
Bridgewater threatened a
few more times but were not
able to punch in another try.

The B team faired better by
beating the Plymouth B's 8-0.
B.S.C.'s young crop of ruokies
did an outstanding job in their
first game. Rookies Charlie
Doherty and Mike Petrillo each
had a try. Doug_Shields showed
great promL~e as a back.
The men's rugby team will
be away next Saturday when
they travel down to Central
Connecticut State College.

Dan Kelley (#19) boks to throw to Jerry McGrath for Brkigel/l/ate~s onty touctxbwn against Cuny College on
SepterriJer 12th. 1he Bears bst 13-6, but won last week against Western New Erglard 9-6..
Photo Courtesy of Mike Storey

Football goes .500
Following a tough 13-6
loss at Curry opening day, the
Bridgewater Bears football
program traveled to Western
New England College last
Saturday for a match-up against
the Golden Bears.
Paced by Frank Dennison's
pro-like performance, the Bears
won 9-6 in Springfield, setting
up this weekend's home opener
at Swenson Field against the
Plymouth State Panthers (l-1).
Dennison carried the ball
37 times for 171 yards, and the
only Bears' touchdown of the
day. With the performance.
Dennision earned Co-Offensive
Player of the Week honors in
the New England Football
Conference, as well as to the
ECAC Division III North
Honor Roll. The Bears offense
racked up 248 yards for the day,
making up for their performance
opening day against Curry (59
yards tollil offense).

In game one (vs. Curry),
neither team could put points on
the board in the first quarter, and
well into the second until the
Colonels scored on a one-yard
touchdown nm with 2:10
remaining. The TD came after a
-Bridgewater fumble by Frank
Dennison at the Bears' 9-yard
line. A few moments later, the
Bears Jerry McGrath returned the
kickoff back to the Colonels
43~yard line; his only block
fro~ 6 points was _the· Curry
kicker.
The Bears then connected
on a lateral slotback sweep by
Dan Kelley from· YJke Wallace.
Kelley moved around right end,
'to McGrath !or. the score
,avoiding the defense of Curry.
The 43-yard pass could not be
followed up however, as the
point after was blocked.

Curry then rolled down the
line with Bridge·,vater holding

fast in their tracks. However a
major penalty (roughing the
kicker), and another penalty
following that one, led to Curry
putting 3 on the board with a
36-yard field goal with 6
seconds remianing in the half.
Curry added another field
goal in uie third quarter to finish
out the scoring on the day.
Bridgewater's offense did
shine when it came · to the
performance of punter -Chuck
Lindberg. Lindberg {Falmouth),
who ·is 3 swing man at wide
receiver and punter, averaged
31.4 yards in his ten punts
against Curry on the afternoon.
In his gaffie against Western
New England College, he
averaged 28 yards a punt against
the Golden Bears.
Plymouth State will· come
into Bridgewater this Saturday
for the Parents Weekend home
opener at S.•venson Field at 1:00
p.m.

Men's soccer opens with victory here
Capture home opener vs. Suffolk University, 4-0
By Amy .Sullivan

an early second half goal by

on this years' season.-" Captain

Jeff Terrio also excited about the

The Men's Soccer Team
started their season on Thursday,
Septemberl7, in a game against
Suffolk University. Bobby
Graves successfully scored on a
penalty shotputting B.S.C. up
l-0. John Sannella; Graciano
Andrade and John Hardy showed
great effort attempting to score.
B .S .C. continued their
impressive offensive play with

Mike Meeis. Mike Newcomb
followed with the final goal of
·the game. Paul Foley did a gi-eat
job defending the net. Andy
Karparis took over the net in the·
middle of the second half.
Suffolk played an extremely
aggressive game, but it wasn't
enough to.stop the Bears.
Team Captain Bob Graves
happy with the teams win said,
"I have an optimistic outlook

win said, "Weput'em away."

The
team
had
a
disappointing game on· Sunday
against Southern Mai!le losing
2-0~ Another misfortune the
soccer· team faced on Sunday
was the loss of John Hardy who
snffered a broken nose. Hardy
was replaced ear!y i;n the game
- by Chris Jo:r.ce.
-

By Angela Cornacc~ioli

Heather MacLellan, a
teammate commented, "Cheryl
This week's player profile is is very supportive of us~ She
Cheryl Corbett of Hyannis, the .always motivates us to do our
captain of the 1987 women's best."
cross-country. team. Corbett has
Last Saturday at the Byrant
-been running cros-s-country .at Invitational Corbett finished 47th
Bridgewater State College for out of a field of well over 250
four years.
runners. On Saturday ,September
During her sophomore and 26 the team will be traveling to
junior years she was the only the
Williams
College
returning veteran to the team. Invitational.
She was named captain for three
Corbett and her teammates are
consecutive years.
looking. forward to the Open New
Lastyear.Corbett had a very England and the E.C.A.C. where
· successflil season. She. was_ they will
get a chance to
All-Conference in MASCAC, compete against Division one
placing second overall. Corbett · schools.
was .in the top 15 for the NCAA
Corbett is on the spring track
Division 3 qualifiers.
team and she also finds time to
This being· her -last year. at tutor. ·She is a senior majoring
BSC Corbett's goal for -the in Physical Education with an
season is to make the Division 3 Exercise Science concentration.
Nationals. "I· also want to Corbett is also minoring in
break 18 minutes."
With management~
Corbett's dedication and
Best of luck to Corbett and
commitment to running she has a her teammates for the upcoming
great chance at succeeding.
season.
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FOOTBALL
CONFERENCE

Academics to come first at Bridgewater State College

STANDINGS
as

By Anthony Fagen
All thi'ngs considered, we
are looking at the new view of
athletics here at Bridgewater
State.
With the emphasis on
educational
philosophy
changing, Bridgewater State is
now in~tituting changes for the
athletic program with specific
regards to academics. Following
its own lead, Bridgewater will
make a "no pass, no play"
policy for all athletes to follow,
and they "'ill follow it.
It is part of many new
changes coming for the athletic
program here on campus. It is
also going to be a model for
schools thro1ghout the country
to follow.

0
Peter Mazzaferro's age
discrmination case against
Bridgewater State College will
finally go to court on J amrnry

15

4th, 1988, almost one year atter
the suit was filed.
Judge Consta."lce Sweeney
ordered Bridgewater not to hire a
coach, saying there was "a
substan:.:ai likelihood of success
in his claims of age
discrimination." So as expected
the Bears will be without an
"official" head coach. The
school hired Jim Crowley in
January, and so far the sort of
chaotic nightmares one might
think will happen have not.
With the program in
limbo, the players have taken in
upon themselves to play
football and not worry about the
off field happenings. Tri-captain
Gary Lane put it well.
"Wc... stayed together all winter
long and stayed as a unit. It's
worked out well." I second the
motion. The football team
looks for a big victory Saturday
against Plymouth State here at
home. Last year's 7-7 tie will
remind people of the team's

current winnings ways a la last
season. They team has won 9 of
their last 10 games dating back
to the second week of the season
last vear.

0
The 1982 NFL Strike Take Two. I'll say it once, and
only once. It's bad that the
players have to take such a
drastic action against the
owners. But when the owners
refuse to listen to the players,
so be it. A strike was coming
even before the off-season was
even half over. And so forth, he
we, the fans who pay the
extraordinary prices for good
seats, in fair and fowl weather,
suffer. Let's hope it does not
last 7 weeks!

0
Baseball ... Boston will be
making some major moves, in
my opinion, during the

off-season. And not just down
on the field, or on the farm.
Look for some new names to
come up to the big lcauges from
International League's dark horse
team ... Pawtucket. The Giants
appear to have the National
League West race all wrapped
up, and if St. Louis holds on,
look for a good LCS. The
American League is too close to
call, although do not count out
Minnesota.

0
Finally, there is a huge
mascot coming this way. If
you've walked through Boyden
Hall, you've seen the picture of
a man carving out an 8-foot
wooden bear. Bridgewater will
have it's own mascot shown
with pride somewhere here on
campus. Be ready, because this
piece of art is truly a
masterpiece.

of~

September 19

NORTH DIVISION
Division Overall
Cuny
Plymouth State
Lowell
MaineMaritime
W. New England
Nichols

0-0-0
0-0-0
0-0-0
0-0-0
0-0-0
0-0-0

2-0-0
1-1-0
1-1-0
0-1-0
0-1-0
0-2-0

SOUTH DIVISION
Worcester
Framingham

0-0-0
0-0-0
0-0-0
0-0-0
0-0-0
0-0-0

Bridgewater
Westfield
Fitchburg
Mass. Maritime

1-0-0
1-0-0
1-1-0
1-1-0
0-1-0
0-1-0

Weck of September 18th/19th
Bridgewater 9, W. New Eng. 6
Worcester State 14, Nichols 0
Cuny 17, Mass. Maritim<.! 0
Plymouth Slate 17, Westfield State 7
Pramingham St. 6, Maine Maritime 0
Lowell 14, Fitchburg St.ate 0
Weck of September 25th/26th
Lowell at Westfield (Friday)
Plymouth State at Bridgewater
Westem N. England at Fitchburg
Worcester State at Curry
Mass. Maritime at Maine Maritime
Framingham State at Nichols

.

Before you choose a long distance
service, take a close looK.
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Varsity Foobafl

Curry CoHege 13 - BSC 6
BSC 9 - Western New England 6

Junior Varsity Footbalf ·
BSC 26 - Mass. Maritime 8
~@@rti@fl

You may be thinking about
choosing one of the newer
carriers over AT&T in order to
save money.
Think again.
Since January 1987, AT&Ts
rates have dropped more than
15% for direct-dialed out-ofstate calls. So they're lower than
you probably realize. For information on specific rates, you
can call us at 1 800 2 22-0300.
And AT&T offers clear long
distance connections, operator
assistance, 24-hour customer
service, and immediate credit
for wrong numbers. Plus, you
can use AT&T to call from
anywhere to anywhere, all over
the United States and to over
250 countries.
You might be surprised at
how good a value AT&T really
is. So before you choose a
long distance company, pick
up the phone.

ATaT

The right choice.

Men's Soccer
BSC 4 - Suffolk 0
Southern Maine 2 - SSC o

Women's Soccer
Salem State 4 - BSC O
BSC 5 - Boston University O
!PfJ©O@l [}f]@@lk©W
Southern Maine 2 - SSC 1

!Nl®ffl© fftllYl@IP>W
AS/de
Plymouth State 1O- SSC 6
BSide
BSC 8 - Plymouth State

o
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The Comment

Thursday, September 24, 1987

Announcements
Baystate Bus Lines- - The
college has been notified that
Baystate Bus Lines will no
longer provide Sunday bus
service between Boston and
Bridgewater.
Women's Center - Now that
all of us are more or less settled
in for the semester. we at the
Women's Center would like
introduce the center to you. We
are a student run organization
providing information and referral
services on a wide range of
issues.
Our resource library caries up to
date information on such issues
... as women's rights; health care;
alcohol and drug abuse; gay and
lesbian rights; displaced
homemakers; birth control; and
sexual harrasment to name a few.
We also provide a place for an
on going Alcoholics Anonymous
meeting Tuesdays at 11 a.m. We
welcome new faces, new energy
and ideas at the Women's Center.
Yes, men are welcome as well. If
you are interested in learning
more about the center, drop up to
the third floor Student Union and
say hello.
SAMS Meeting--The Society
for the Advancement of
Management Science will hold
its first meeting of the year on
Wednesday. September 23, at

3:00 in room L238. Plans for the
upcoming year will be discussed

and an officer position open to
anyone will be filled. New
members are always welcome.
This is an excellent opportunity
to meet new people and get
involved with your school. Be a
part of BSC in 1987.
Campus
Tours--The
Admissions Office is looking for
enthusiastic BSC students to
conduct campus tours for
prospective students and their
families. Volunteers are needed
Mondays through Fridays at
11:00 am and 3:00 pm and
Saturdays at 10:30 am. Each tour
guide is responsible for at least
one tour per week. This is a great
opportunity for students to gain
experience in college admissions,
acquire skills in human relations,
contribute to BSC and have a lot
of fun! There will be a reception
for all interested students in the
Admissions
Office
on
Wednesday, September 23 at 4:30
pm. Please contact Cathy Maloof
or Paul Bonitto in the Office of
Admissions, Tillinghast Hall,
697-1237.
Students for Life at BSC
Fall Agenda--Wednesd ay,
September 16 at 3:00 p.m.,
Duxbury-Hingham Hanover
Room, Bob Chittenden, pro-life
activist and member of
Massachusetts Citizens for Life
will discuss why students should
become. involved in difficult

questions surrounding the
abortion controversy.
Wed., Sept. 23 and Oct. 7~ 3:00
p.m.,
Duxbury-Hingha m
Hanover Room, Kay Poirier,
founder of the Taunton chapter of
Birth Right will discuss
pregnancy counseling--how
Birthright can help women who
are experiencing the pain of an
untimely pregnancy.
Wed. Oct. 21, 3:00 p.m.,
Duxbury-Hingham Hanover
Room. Speaker for WEBA
(Women Exploited by Abortion)
will discuss the psychological
aspects of the post-abortion
experience. Refreshments will be
served at all lectures. All are
welcome and strongly encouraged
to attend regardless of their stand
on the abortion issue.
ACOA
Meetings--Adult
Children of Alcoholics Meetings
are held in the counseling center
in Harrington Hall. We meet at 3
p.m. every Wednesday. Everyone
welcome!
Chorale Society--Do you
enjoy singing in the shower? If
so, get out of the shower and join
Bridgewater State College
Chorale Society. The Chorale
Society not only provides a
wonderful musical experience,
but also a fun way to meet some
new people. You can earn a credit
while having a great time. We
meet Mondays and Wednesdays

from 3:00 to 4: 15, and the only
homework you'll have to do is
remember t<? come!

The Listening Post Comes

about the CAMPUS, HELP with
ORGANIZATIONA L SKILLS,
REFERNCES
to
needed
RESOURCES,
and MUCH,
MUCH, MORE The Freshmen
Center is locatedon the seccond
floor of the Maxwell Library.
For further information come by
the Center or call EXT.1214

to BSC--Want someone to
listen to you complain about
your professor, room-mate,
parents. children? Wish there was
a person and a place where you
could just say what was on your
mind--just to hear how it 16,278 to choose from-all subjects
sounded ... without getting pat Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD
answers or wise cracks in return?
sqnq; ~~J;9.a~~2,
Just such an opportunity is
Or, rush $2.00 to: Essays & Reports
Idaho Ave. #206-SN. Los Angeles. CA.90025
happening at BSC on Mondays, 11322Custom
research also available-alt levels
from 10:00-2:00 in the
Commuter Cafeteria. It's called
the Listening Post. Look for the
sign on the wall and the basket of
fruit on the table. Peg Steam will
be there listening to what you
want to say. Everyone is
welcome to drop by for a minute PART
TIME
WORK
or an hour.
--Brockton's largest home
improvement co. is seeking
Wanted:
Sports qualified candidates to fill a
Writers--The Comment needs number of slots in our
you to help cover sporting telemarketing dept. Hours:
events-home and away. Anyone 5-9:00 pm. Above average
interested contact:
Angela earnings. No experience - we
Cornacchioli, Sports Editor al will train. Call 588-1110
The Comment.
10-12:00 or 5-9:00 and ask for
Mike.
FRESHMEN! Announcing
anouther resource especially for EARN UP TO $5000
you in the Freshmen Center 10 --Next school year managing
am-3 pm. Peer Advising on
campus
marketing
Assistants are now availanle to programs for top national
help with; REGISTRATION companies. Flexible part-time
CONCERNS, QUESTIONS hours. Must be junior, senien~,""'

ESSAYS &REPORTS
UW\iM

1

1---~~---~~~~~~~~1

Classified

l~Jlb~~L,,,,'"·':I or graduate student. Call
Yasmin at 1-800-592-2121.

RESIDENTIA_L;A~···~·,_~~-·

COMMERCIAL CLEANERS --Looking for part-time
help. $6.00 per hr. to start.
Flexible schedule available.
Transportation needed. Call
585-5100.
CRUISE SHIPS --Now
hiring. M/F. Summer and
career opportunities. Will
train. Excellent pay plus world
travel. Hawaii, Bahamas,
Caribbean, etc. CALL NOW
206-736-0775. Ext. C347.

Fashion Models-- Males
and females wanted for work in
Boston, New York, Paris,
Italy, and Japan. beginers
welcome. For interview call
353 - 0010.

